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March 23, 2022 

Good Afternoon Chair Pinsky, Vice Chair Kagan, and Members of the Education, Health and Environmental 
Affairs Committee,  
 
I am Lisa VanBuskirk of Start School Later Maryland.  Thank you for the opportunity to come before you again 
to testify in opposition to permanent Daylight Saving Time and HB 126. 
 
As you probably saw in the news last week, the U.S. Senate by unanimous consent, advanced the Sunshine 
Protection Act and permanent Daylight Saving Time for the nation.1  Unanimous consent is not quite the 
same as a unanimous vote though.  Just as it is now up to the House of Representatives to hopefully squash 
the poorly justified idea of nationwide Daylight Saving Time, so now it is up the Maryland Senate and this 
committee to squash the poorly justified idea of Daylight Saving Time in Maryland that the House of 
Delegates has advanced.   
 
There of course have been quite a number of articles about Daylight Saving Time in the past week, because of 
both the time change and the U.S. Senate’s vote. Many noted the unpopularity of permanent Daylight Saving 
Time in 1974, extra impact on adolescent biology and school start times, and concerns about morning 
darkness and student safety, especially for northern states.  I learned that Russia had permanent Daylight 
Saving Time from 2011 to 2014.  Due to unpopularity in the its north and on the western edges of its various 
time zones during the winters, it was changed back to Standard Time (and Russia added a few time zones), by 
President Putin in 2014.2  There is not much to like about President Putin, especially in the past month, but I 
will agree with his decision to end permanent Daylight Saving Time. 
 
I appreciate the quote from House Majority Leader and Maryland Representative Steny Hoyer in an 
article in Politico: "How are people going to feel at 7 o’clock in the morning in December, when they put 
their kids out on the street to catch the school bus, and it’s dead, flat dark? In any event, I don’t have strong 
feelings either way,” Hoyer chuckled. “I happen to like daylight savings time, but I don’t send a kid to 
school."3   
 

 
1 https://www.politico.com/news/2022/03/15/here-comes-the-sun-senate-moves-to-make-daylight-savings-time-
permanent-00017451 
2 https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-news-from-elsewhere-28423647  
3 https://www.politico.com/news/2022/03/15/here-comes-the-sun-senate-moves-to-make-daylight-savings-time-
permanent-00017451  
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I would, however amend Representative Hoyer’s quote to acknowledge that some school days in Maryland it 
will be dead, flat dark at 8 a.m. when parents are putting students on buses.  When people say they like 
Daylight Saving Time, I think they mean they like the switch in March switch because it comes at a time when 
the day is lengthening quickly anyways and they like spring and summer sunshine.   
 
I was very pleased to see in the bill file for SB 534 that the Maryland Association of Boards of Education 
opposes permanent Daylight Saving Time.4  I assume they will submit similar opposition to this bill.  Likewise, 
I know Anne Arundel County Public School opposed HB 126 and hope that they submit the same testimony.5  
I was told that Howard County Public School System also opposes permanent Daylight Saving Time.   
 
What makes HB 126 different from S534 is that it requires adjacent states to also pass permanent Daylight 
Saving Time legislation. Delaware passed such legislation in 2019. In 2022 legislative sessions, Pennsylvania is 
considering legislation for both permanent Standard Time and permanent Daylight Saving Time, while 
Virginia and West Virginia have considered legislation for permanent Standard Time.6  Our surrounding 
states, like the rest of us, have mixed opinions on permanent Daylight Saving Time.   
 
I ask you for an Unfavorable Report for HB126.  I would also accept amendments to either address school 
start times or amend it to permanent Standard Time, if you want to lock the clock and stop switching time 
zones.   

Please find enclosed my March 9, 2022 letter in opposition to SB 534. 

Sincerely,  

 

Lisa VanBuskirk, P.E., Chapter Leader, Start School Later Maryland | Start School Later Anne Arundel County 
sslaaco@gmail.com 

 

Enclosure (1) – March 9, 2022 Start School Later Maryland Opposition to SB 534 

 

 

Start School Later, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that works at local, state, and national levels to raise awareness about 
and advocate for safe and healthy school hours. Start School Later, StartSchoolLater.net, and the Start School Later logo are the 
trademarks of Start School Later, Inc. and are used here with permission. The statements made here by the Maryland chapter are 
not necessarily those of Start School Later, Inc. 

 
4 https://www.mabe.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/SB-534.Daylight-Savings-Time.pdf  
5 https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/cmte_testimony/2022/hgo/1fkTcfacyrKCMm_luo2smEWOk1DgbLBwh.pdf 
6 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nMAsTYkP3ffQv805eKp00J0O_IhrFvxYR-oZ-4Fa5sw/edit  
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Testimony in Opposition to SB 534 - General Provisions - Standard Time - Year-Round Daylight Saving Time 

March 9, 2022 

Good Afternoon Chair Pinsky, Vice Chair Kagan, and Members of the Education, Health and Environmental 
Affairs Committee:   
 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in opposition to SB 534, unless it is amended as described 
below, for the third year in a row. I am Lisa VanBuskirk, the leader of Start School Later’s Maryland and Anne 
Arundel County chapters.  The goal of my all-volunteer organization is to educate communities and policy 
makers about the physical and mental health, safety, and academic benefits of age-appropriate school hours. 
My organization opposes permanent Daylight Saving Time (pDST) because of the safety concerns regarding 
morning winter darkness and the negative impact on the circadian rhythm and health of every Marylander.   

 
What is the difference between permanent Daylight Saving Time vs the status quo or permanent 

Standard Time?  It is the difference between sunrise on the opening day of the Maryland General Assembly 
being at 8:24 a.m. versus 7:24 a.m.  If you came to Annapolis at 7:30 on the Opening Day under permanent 
DST, the State House would look like the photo on the left.  If you came to Annapolis at 7:30 this year, the 
State House looked like the photo on the right.  For the March 10th bill hearing, sunrise would be the 
difference of 6:24 vs 7:24.  Think about that on Monday March 14, when over the weekend, sunrise shifted to 
7:20 as we return to Daylight Saving Time. Will you feel jet lagged and groggy in the morning?  

  

Photos taken by Lisa VanBusirk, March 1, 2022.   
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Our circadian rhythm is regulated by sunrise, not sunset.  A permanent delay of sunrise time would 
put all of us on a perpetual “social jet lag”, which would be most noticeable in the winter (like next Monday 
morning). This would affect our physical and emotional health and well-being, but would be particularly 
exacerbated for adolescents, who already experience a well-documented delay in sleep and wake times.  
Permanent Daylight Saving Time, combined with the current too-early school start times, would have an 
even greater negative impact on adolescent circadian rhythm, safety, health, and academics, and is 
contrary to the intent of previous state legislation regarding school bell times (2014’s HB 883 and 2016’s 
HB39).   

This bill is contingent upon neighboring states passing similar permanent Daylight Saving Time 
legislation, as well as changing federal law. Legislation is mixed in Pennsylvania where there are bills 
supporting permanent Standard Time and supporting permanent Daylight Saving Time. Delaware passed 
permanent Daylight Saving Time legislation in 2019.  In West Virginia and Virginia there is legislation 
supporting permanent Standard Time.1   

I acknowledge the negative health and social impacts society bears when we switch from Standard 
Time (ST) to Daylight Saving Time (DST).  The very day of the hearing for the 2020 Senate’s version of the bill, 
the newspapers published stories about the negative effects of switching back and forth and the call by 
circadian scientists to move to permanent Standard Time and do away with Daylight Savings Time altogether, 
the complete opposite of this proposed legislation.2 In 2020, the Baltimore Sun Editorial Board opposed this 
bill.3  

The latest sunrises of the year in Maryland occur in December through January, which would be at 
about 8:25-8:39 a.m. depending on where you are in the state, under permanent DST.  Civil dawn, the 30 
minutes or so before sunrise, when it is light enough to see without artificial illumination, would therefore 
begin at about 8 a.m. 

In 1974, the entire nation tried permanent DST, but it was a disaster with the extra morning 
darkness. The deaths of eight children in Florida and one in Connecticut were blamed on unsafe DST morning 
darkness within the first month.  Congress reversed its decision later that same year.   Enclosure 1 and 2 are 
articles from the Baltimore Sun covering the 1974 DST fiasco.  In 1974, Anne Arundel County Public Schools 
and Baltimore County Public Schools delayed their school start times by 30 minutes due to safety concerns 
and several “near-miss” accidents (Enclosure 3, 4, and 5).   

Forty-eight years later, Maryland’s schools start even earlier and many Maryland students of all ages 
already have bus pick-ups well before Civil Dawn.  The average middle school start time is now 8:11 and the 
average high school start time is 7:54 a.m.  Both levels have schools that start between 7:00 a.m. and 9:30 
a.m.  Most elementary schools start later in the morning, but there are elementary schools that start as early 

 
1 https://savestandardtime.com/bills 
2 https://www.wsj.com/articles/heres-why-health-experts-want-to-stop-daylight-saving-time-
11583340645?fbclid=IwAR0YLjCfiS_D7RMQi55jqaXYUuKUORnk-o5GmmiQCgdOKbzAkLJyijB1Wmc 
3 https://www.baltimoresun.com/opinion/editorial/bs-ed-0309-daylight-savings-blues-20200306-
o3dst4scwzchhgu7ywztuzpdk4-story.html  
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as 7:30 a.m. and as late as 9:45 a.m.4   I took the liberty of comparing winter sunrise to school start times 
across Maryland.  You can see the chart in Enclosure 6, nearly all middle and high schools, plus a fair 
number of elementary schools would start before sunrise under permanent DST.   

It is not just the school bell time we ought to consider, but the fact that so many more Maryland 
students will be picked up by a bus or walk to school in the dark during the winter. This is a safety issue.   

When Massachusetts studied the permanent DST issue in 2017, their report made two caveats to the 
implementation of what they called Atlantic Time; community education and later school start times. As the 
Massachusetts report acknowledges “One way to avoid the downsides of year-round DST for school-aged 
children would be to delay school start-times until after there is sufficient daylight for safe travel.” 5  Many 
Maryland students ride buses for an hour, coupled with having to be at the bus stop 10 minutes early and 
arriving 15-30 minutes before the bell.   We must take into account the impact of permanent DST on their 
safety during their dark commute before their pre-sunrise school start time.   

Next school year (2022-2023), Arundel County Public Schools will move to new bell times that meet 
the 2016 Orange Ribbon for Health School Hours law passed by this committee and the entire legislation.  
The following school year (2023-2024), Howard County Public Schools intends to follow in their footsteps.  
Permanent Daylight Saving Time would negate these local efforts that are two decades in the making. If we 
cannot mandate age-appropriate school hours because of the false flag of “local control”, could you consider 
permanent Standard Time, which would actually be better for every Marylander’s circadian rhythm, but 
especially for our adolescent students?  

Just as the list of groups that support age-appropriate start times continues to grow, so does the list 
of groups opposed to permanent DST.  They include the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, National 
Safety Council, and the National PTA which “… is opposed to daylight saving time during the winter months 
because of the safety factor.” 6  7   

Please vote for an Unfavorable Report on SB 543, amend the bill to Permanent Standard Time, or amend 
the bill to include a mandate for a minimum safe, healthy, and age-appropriate start time for all schools.   

Thank you,  

 

Lisa VanBuskirk, P.E., Chapter Leader, Start School Later Maryland | Start School Later Anne Arundel County 
sslaaco@gmail.com 

Enclosure (1) – The Baltimore Sun, January 29, 1974  

 
4 https://www.startschoollater.net/md---statewide.html  see multiple graphics with list of all middle and high 
school start times and bell times relative to Orange Ribbon criteria.    
5 https://www.ctnewsjunkie.com/upload/2017/11/Special_Commission_Commonwealths_Time_Zone.pdf 
6 https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/sleep-daylight-saving-time-end/2020/08/28/213d3a0c-
e8b8-11ea-bc79-834454439a44_story.html  
7 https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/2019/03/08/springing-forward-daylight-saving-time-is-obsolete-
confusing-unhealthy-critics-say/  
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Enclosure (2) – The Baltimore Sun, October 29, 1981 

Enclosure (3) – The Baltimore Sun, January 5, 1974 

Enclosure (4) – The Baltimore Sun, January 8, 1974 

Enclosure (5) – The Baltimore Sun, January 8, 1974 

Enclosure (6) – Permanent Daylight Saving Time vs Maryland Public School Start Times 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start School Later, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that works at local, state, and national levels to raise awareness about 
and advocate for safe and healthy school hours. Start School Later, StartSchoolLater.net, and the Start School Later logo are the 
trademarks of Start School Later, Inc. and are used here with permission. The statements made here by the Maryland chapter are 
not necessarily those of Start School Later, Inc. 
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Enclosure (1) 

The Baltimore Sun, January 29, 1974  

A mere three weeks after permanent Daylight Saving Time began, “…the small savings in energy that we 
will make do not justify the loss of lives of our children, nor the hardship placed upon our children and 

their parents…the lives of our children should receive first consideration.” 
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Enclosure (2) 

The Baltimore Sun, October 29, 1981.  

Two months were added to Daylight Saving Time.  Regarding the 1974 permanent DST, “Mr. Ottinger 
acknowledged there was an increase in child fatalities during the winter months through February…” 
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Enclosure (3) 

The Baltimore Sun, January 5, 1974 

Anne Arundel County Public Schools delays all opening and closing times of schools 30 minutes to 
recoup savings in electricity, as a result of the shift to permanent Daylight Saving Time.  

“The AAA said millions of pedestrians will be on the streets in partial or total darkness during morning 
hours, including children on their way to school.” 
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Enclosure (4) 

The Baltimore Sun January 8, 1974 

Cover Photo  

“Going to school in darkness, pupils board their bus on Frederick Road, Catonsville. 7:40 A.M.” 
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Enclosure (5) 

The Baltimore Sun January 8, 1974 

“No injuries were reported in the Baltimore area, although county police advised school authorities that 
there had been some “close shaves” at school crossings.”   

“…most calls came from parents of high school and junior high school girls…Dundalk Senior High and Delaney 
Senior High, for example begin classes at 8 A.M. and 8:05 A.M. about a half hour before sunrise at 8:30 A.M.”  

*These two high schools now start at 7:45 a.m. 
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Enclosure (6) 

 


